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Want Matching 
Camouflage Fabric 
for Decoration?
We stock matching camouflage fabric 
available for decoration. Please call us 
for pricing. Available in 5 yard rolls. SuppleTUFF®  

This fabric is incredibly light, supple and 
comfortable. There’s no break-in time 
and it’s tough as nails! It repels moisture 
and burrs. It won’t shrink or fade and it 
dries quickly.

StormHide® SST  
Super supple and tough (SST)! 
That’s the revolutionary new generation 
of StormHide®, a poly denier fabric that 
holds up to waterfowler abuse yet is soft 
and supple even in subzero temps. SST’s 
tight weave sheds water and mud and it 
won’t fade or shrink.  

HyperHide® H2OX 
HyperHide® H2OX is perfect for those 
wet or cold days. Unlike other fleece 
fabrics, HyperHide® H2OX offers 
“Xtreme” comfort while using windproof 
and water repellent technology. 

Insect Shield® Treatment 
Insect Shield® is a revolutionary treatment 
that repels ticks, including those that carry 
Lyme disease, and other insects. Used in 
Gamehide’s ElimiTick® Series apparel, the 
repellent is bonded to fabric fibers and 
offers invisible protection that lasts the 
entire life of the garment!

HeatTech®  
Tube-like poly filaments maximize loft 
and heat retention. The tubes trap body 
heat to maximize your time outdoors, 
even in severe cold.

Freedom Sleeve®  
Freedom Sleeve® is the revolutionary 
sleeve innovation from Gamehide® that 
eliminates the restrictive pulling, binding 
and tugging you get with a traditional 
sleeve.

4-Way Stretch  
No matter how you move, you won’t feel 
any bunching or resistance because the 
fabric moves with you. 4-Way Stretch is 
a Gamehide® exclusive!

Outcast™  
Our first line of defense against mother 
nature, Outcast™ water-beading treat-
ments are applied to the outer layer of 
fabric. This causes moisture to “bead-
up” and run off your garment instead of 
soaking in.

AirFlow™  
The AirFlow™ System of zippered vents 
and/or mesh lining works like a chimney,  
recirculating air for comfort. When you 
stop, close the zippers or vents. 
Simple. Effective. 

TechPlus®   
TechPlus® is the time tested 
waterproof/breathable laminate with 
precisely sized pores that allow small 
vapor molecules to escape while keeping 
larger water molecules from penetrating. 
TechPlus® is ideal for the most 
demanding foul-weather conditions.

HyperHide® SS  
HyperHide® SS  is a soft shell fabric 
that is supple, wind and burr resistant 
and sheds snow or light rain while 
remaining extremely breathable and quiet.

Available 
camouflage 
patterns
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Gamehide® Corporate Wear is loaded with 
innovative fabrics, proven treatments and 
features that truly make a difference! 

Available in:    
RealTree® Xtra (RX)
Mossy Oak® Country (MC)
Naked North® Camouflage (NN)
Naked North® Snow Camouflage (WC) 

Clever Cloth™   
Clever Cloth™, the un-cotton, features all 
the comfort of cotton, but none of its 
substantial shortcomings. Every bit as 
soft and comfortable, Clever Cloth™ dries 
quickly and doesn’t fade or shrink! 



G amehide has been outfitting 
           outdoorsmen with high- 
performance garments for over 
35 years. Recognized for innovative 
fabrics, treatments and designs, 
Gamehide products have been tested 
and proven in the field in the most 
trying conditions. Who better, then, 
to supply outdoor lifestyle garments 
for your company or event! Available 
in a variety of styles for both men and 
women, Gamehide Corporate Wear 
is certain to impress.

Corporate Collection 

Pistol River 
Jacket  
Weatherproof 
Soft-Shell Jacket 
The perfect jacket for any outdoor activity. 
Constructed with our innovative HyperHide H20 
bonded fabric for unmatched performance. 
Choose between the full RealTree® Xtra version, 
or our sleek black to RealTree® Xtra version, 
which is perfect for any logo. 

• HyperHide® fabric is windproof 
 and repels moisture 
• Stand up collar
• Slash-style front pockets 
• Sharp looking camo accents

Available in: 
Realtree® Xtra tipped with Black (RX)
Black tipped with Realtree® Xtra (BLR)

Men’s Style P2J  
RX:  $109.90 S–XL   $119.90 2X–3X
BLR:  $99.90 S–XL   $109.90 2X–4X
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Tundra Fleece 
Pullover  
Berber Fleece 
Soft, warm, lightweight berber fleece is the perfect layer 
for cold weather. It naturally repels moisture and dries fast. 
Stylish design makes it a great pullover for those cozy 
nights by the fire or out around town.

• High nap berber fleece fabric naturally  
 repels moisture and dries fast 
• Breathes well yet is incredibly warm
• Comfortable roomy cut 

Available in: 
Mossy Oak® Country (MC)

Men’s Style PMQ  
MC:  $119.90 S–XL   $131.90 2X–5X
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Overtime Hockey Hoodies  
Performance Fleece Hockey Hoodie 
You’ll love this fashionable hockey-style hoodie with a twist for the outdoors! 
Easy to care for fleece fabric with a comfortable, loose fit.

• Comfortable knit cuffs 
• Cool hockey-style laces and tipping
• 250 gram performance fleece fabric

WINTER
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Available in: 
RealTree® Xtra with Black accents (RX)  
Black with Naked North® Snow Camo (BLW)  
Black with Naked North® Camo (BLN) 
Woodlot Winter with Brown accents (WW)

Unisex Style PHH  
RX:      $119.90  S–XL     $131.90  2X–4X 
BLW, BLN:  $99.90  XS–XL    $109.90  2X–5X 
WW:     $109.90  XS–XL  $119.90  2X–4X 

•  Camouflage accents
•  Sizes XS–L come with an additional 
 lace option – black with pink



High Country 
Vest  
Weatherproof 
Soft-Shell Vest 
Vests are the perfect layer, adding warmth without bulk. 
We use our HyperHide® H20 technical bonded fabric for 
unmatched performance in a style that looks great for any 
event or outing.

• Waterproof and windproof 
• Easy-access chest pocket
• Zippered front slash-style pockets

Available in: 
Black with Mossy Oak® Country (BLM)
Mossy Oak® Country (MC)

Men’s Style PBV  
BLM:  $89.90 S–XL   $95.90 2X–4X
MC:   $109.90 S–XL   $117.90 2X–4X
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Men’s Wilderness Polo Shirt

Summertime and the outdoors go hand and hand! 
Stay comfortable and show your passion for the 
outdoors with our smart-looking camo-accented polo. 
Moisture-wicking poly fabric keeps you dry, and the 
athletic cut looks great at the office, on the course 
or at your next corporate event.  

• Light, comfortable, 100% wicking polyester
 fabric outperforms cotton 
• Contrast stitching for a sharper look
• Stretch side panels for added comfort
• Realtree® Camo accents

Ladies’ Wilderness Polo Shirt

Our ladies version not only shows her passion for the 
outdoors but has pink contrast stitching and trim for a 
great look.

Wilderness Polo Shirt  
Short-Sleeve Performance Polo

Available in: Black tipped with Realtree® Xtra (BLR) 
or Khaki tipped with Realtree® Xtra (KHR)

Men’s Style PCP: $69.90 S–XL   $75.90 2X–4X

Available in: Black tipped with Realtree® Xtra (BLR) 

Ladies’ Style PCPL: $69.90 S–XL   $75.90 2X
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Day Break 
Jacket 
Weatherproof 
Soft-Shell Jacket 
The jacket for those who work or play in the outdoors. 
We start with our woven soft-shell polyester fabric, 
add our breathable, waterproof laminate, and bond 
it to comfortable, soft, warm fleece. The result is our 
HyperHide® SS fabric, which stretches as you move, 
repels moisture, blocks the wind, and is light and 
comfortable to wear. It’s the right jacket for any 
outdoor activity!

• Waterproof and windproof HyperHide® SS   
 bonded fabric
• Stand-up collar with soft fleece lining
• Draw cord in waist
• Needlepoint contrast stitching throughout
• Velcro® adjustments on cuffs
• Audio port ready

Available in: 
Brown W/Realtree® Xtra (BRR)
Realtree® Xtra W/ Walnut Accents (RX)

Men’s Style PSJ
BRR: $149.90  S–XL     $163.90  2X–4X 
RX:   $169.90  S–XL     $185.90  2X–4X 

Ladies’ Style PSJL
BRR:  $149.90  S–XL     $163.90  2X 
RX:  $169.90  S–XL      $185.90  2X 

Men’s

Ladies’
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You’ll find quality,
 value and a job done right 
in every garment we make!



Dockside 
Fishing Shirt 
Performance Fishing Shirt
Nothing beats this ultra-lightweight shirt for warm 
weather comfort. It’s clean, classic look makes it 
perfect for a casual day at the office or a great way 
to spice up your next corporate event.  

•  Ultra-lightweight breathable nylon fabric 
 wicks and dries fast
•  Side stretch panels for added comfort and breathability
•  Mesh-lined yoke on back
•  Two large chest pockets with Velcro® tab closure
•  Vertical zippered right chest pocket
•  Rod holder tab
•  Realtree® Camo accents 

Available in: White tipped with Realtree® Xtra (WHR) 
or Khaki tipped with Realtree® Xtra (KHR)

Men’s Style PFS:  
$99.90 S–XL   $109.90 2X–3X (KHR available up to 4X)

Jetty Sport Shirt 
Ultimate Short-sleeve Shirt
The short-sleeve version of the Dockside Fishing Shirt. 

Available in: Khaki tipped with Realtree® Xtra (KHR)

Men’s Style PFT:  $91.90 S–XL   $99.90 2X–4X
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Nomad Hoodie 
Performance Fleece Hoodie 
 
Who doesn’t love a hoodie? Perfect for any casual activity 
and accented with camo. Features a loose, comfortable fit. 

• Warm and comfortable mid-weight fleece is 
 super-soft inside, and our Easy Slide outer finish 
 makes it easy to slide on outer garments. 
• Moisture-wicking polyester fleece fabric
• Tunnel pocket

Available in:  Black with Naked North® Snow Camo (BLW) 
or Brown with Realtree® Xtra (BRR)

Unisex Style PFH: $69.90  XS–XL    $75.90  2X–6X 
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Men’s Mountain Trail Jacket

Put on our Mountain Trail Jacket and you will 
be set for any outdoor activity. Made from our 
MeshTech™ bonded fleece and constructed with 
a unique mesh outer fabric. The result is a 
            distinctive-looking garment that is wind 
                      resistant, soft and comfortable.

Ladies’ Mountain Trail Jacket

Made from our MeshTech™ bonded fleece and 
features pink reverse zippers and trim accents, 
along with camo side seam trim. 

Mountain Trail Jacket  
MeshTech™ Bonded Performance Jacket

Ladies’ Style PTJL 
Available in: 
Black tipped with Mossy Oak® Country (BLM) 
$129.90 S–XL   $141.90 2X

Men’s Style PTJ 
Available in: 
Black tipped with Mossy Oak® Country (BLM) 
$129.90 S–XL   $141.90 2X–3X
Realtree® Xtra tipped with walnut (RNT) 
$159.90 S–XL   $176.90 2X–3X

•  High-tech bonded MeshTech™ 
 fleece fabric stretches and flexes 
 with you for unbeatable comfort

•  Wind resistant

•  Stand-up collar

•  Two front slash-style pockets 
 with lock-down zippers

•  Draw cord in waist

•  Mossy Oak® Camo accents
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Explorer Jacket  
Insulated Waterproof Jacket 
 
Just because the thermometer dips doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy 
the great outdoors in style. Warm yet supple and comfortable, 
our Explorer Jacket is just the right weight to take on the cold 
without excess bulk. Full of features and easy to apply your 
logo with our Stitch Niche embroidery pocket.  

•  Warm 5 oz polyester Heat Tech™ insulation
•  Lined front slash pockets 
•  Stand-up collar    
•  SuppleTuff™ woven stretch polyester fabric 
•  Draw cords in waist 
• Handy pocket on left sleeve  
•  Dual left chest inside pockets
•  Tech Plus® weatherproof/breathable lamination
•  Outcast™ water-beading treatment
•  Velcro® adjustment on cuffs   

Camo Skull Cap 
Fleece-Lined Knit Skull Cap 
Take the chill off with this great-fitting skull cap.

• Knit outer fabric stretches for a perfect fit 
• Fleece-lined for extra warmth and comfort

Available in: 
Realtree® Xtra (RX)  
Naked North® Snow Camo (WC) 
Naked North® Blaze Orange (OC)  
Naked North® Pink (PC)

One Size Fits Most Style PSK: $29.90

Available in: Black with Realtree® Xtra (BLR)

Men’s Style PIJ: $159.90 S–XL  $173.90 2X–4X
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Trail Breaker  
Wicking Performance 
Quarter Zip
Accented with Realtree® Xtra camo, this lightweight, 
wrinkle-resistant quarter zip redefines comfort.  

• Quarter zip makes it easy to get on and off 
• Athletic fit
• Cool and comfortable wicking poly fabric  
• 4-way stretch moves as you move

Available in: Black with Realtree® Xtra (BLR) 

Men’s Style PQZ:  $59.90 S–XL  $65.90 2X–4X 

Ladies’ Style PQZL:  $59.90 S–XL   $65.90 2X



Nothing beats a good fleece for lightweight warmth and comfort! 
With our contrasting surge stitching and Realtree® Xtra camo high-
lights, the Pathfinder fleece stands out on any adventure.
 
• Stand-up collar
• Lined slash-style pockets
• Super comfortable polyester fleece 
 fabric wicks and dries quickly
• Warm yet lightweight
• Audio port ready

Available in: Brown W/Realtree® Xtra (BRR)

Ladies’ Style PFZL:  $79.90  S–XL    $87.90  2X  

Ladies’ 
Pathfinder Jacket  
Mid-Weight, Full-Zip 
Performance Fleece
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Ladies’ High-Performance 
Hoodie 
Ladies’ Mid-Weight 
Fleece Hoodie 
Casual yet stylish, our ladies hoodie is made 
from soft, moisture wicking mid-weight fleece. 

* Naked North Pink Camouflage tipping
* High contrast pink surge stitching and  laces
* Comfortable mid-weight fleece fabric

Available in: 
Black tipped with Naked North Pink Camo (BL)

Ladies’ Style LFH-P:  $79.90  S–XL   $87.90  2X 

PINK
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High-Performance Short-Sleeve and 
Long-Sleeve Tee
Camouflage Wicking Tees
Wicking base layer tee that’s perfect for warm-weather 
hunts or as your base layer for cold-weather hunts.

•  Incredibly light and comfortable
•  Loose cut and fit
•  Wicks moisture away from body and dries quickly

Available in: 
Gray with Mossy Oak® Country (GYM)

Men’s Style (Long-sleeve) 
PS2: $41.90  S–XL         $45.90  2X–4X 

Men’s Style (Short-sleeve) 
PSS: $35.90  S–XL         $39.90  2X–4X 

Camouflage and Blaze Orange Tees  
Moisture-Wicking Tees
Our long-sleeve tee is ideal for warm-weather 
hunts or as your base layer for those 
late-season cold-weather hunts. 

•  Incredibly light and comfortable 
•  Loose cut and fit
•  Wicks moisture away from body and 
 dries quickly 

Available in: 
WoodLot Camouflage (WL),
Blaze Orange (OR)

Men’s Style (Short-sleeve) DSS-P: 
(WL) $35.90 S–XL    $39.90 2X–4X 
(OR) $35.90 S–XL    $39.90 2X–4X

Men’s Style (Long-Sleeve) DS2-P
(WL) $41.90 S–XL    $45.90 2X–4X       
(OR) $41.90 S–XL    $45.90 2X–4X 

Available in: 
Realtree® Xtra (RX),

Men’s Style (Short-sleeve) WSS-P: 
$55.90 S–XL    $59.90 2X–4X 
Men’s Style (Long-Sleeve) WS2-P
$69.90 S–XL    $75.90 2X–4X       
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High-Performance Hoodie
Mid-Weight Fleece Hoodie
Everyone loves a quality hoodie! Ours uses performance fleece fabric 
with a special easy slide finish so outer garments slide on easily and 
won’t bind and pull. The fleece wicks moisture and dries quickly.

•  Tunnel-style pocket •   Loose, comfortable fit 

M any companies embrace 
 the relaxed and inviting 
atmosphere the outdoors brings to 
entertaining customers, clients or 
employees. Outfit your next endeavor 
with quality field apparel from the 
hunting wear experts at Gamehide. 
We offer a collection of upland, 
camouflage and rainwear apparel 
that not only looks great but 
performs season after season.

Hunter Collection 

Available in: RealTree® Xtra (RX), Shadow Grass Blades (SB),Woodlot (WL)

Men’s Style BFH-P  RX, SB:  $93.90    S–XL         $101.90   2X–4X 
Men’s Style DFH-P  WL:  $69.90    M–XL          $75.90   2X–3X 
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Marsh Lord 
Pullover 
Waterproof/Breathable 
Quarter Zip
The perfect layer for cold or windy days afield. The sleeves and 
upper portions are waterproof and windproof, while the fleece 
adds highly breathable warmth.

• Neoprene cuffs seal out water 
• Freedom Sleeve for unrestricted shooting 
• Sling grips on shoulders 
• Zippered chest pocket  
• Front tunnel pocket keeps hands warm and dry

Available in: Mossy Oak® Shadow Grass BLADES™ (SB)

Men’s Style FFW-P
$159.90  M–XL  $176.90   2X–4X

Woodland Hoodies 
Full Zip Fleece Jacket
Versatile fleece jacket is warm, yet light and comfortable. 
Ideal for any hunt!

•  Zippered hand-warmer pockets
• Comfortable, roomy fit 
• 250 gram stretch fleece fabric

Available in:
Blaze Orange (OR)
Mossy Oak® Country (MC)

Unisex Style EBH-P
(OR)  $39.90 M–XL  $43.90 2X
(MC)  $59.90 M–XL  $65.90 2X

WATERPROOF
breathable
WATERPROOF
breathable



Briar-Proof Upland Vest 
Front-Loading Field Vest
A tough and durable upland vest made from our durable cotton canvas fabric. Features 
a front and rear loading blood-proof game bag; heavy-duty fabric to withstand the toughest 
brush and briars; quilted left and right shoulder patches; large, oversized dump pockets; and 
reinforced stitching for years of use and abuse. 

•  Front and rear loading game bags •  Large, oversized dump pockets
•  Quilted shoulder patches •  Blaze orange back game bag 

Available in: Dark Brown with Blaze Orange (DO)

Men’s Style 3ST-P    $69.90  M–XL   $75.90  2X–4X

U 
pland field hunting is a great   

 opportunity to entertain, team-
build, or reward customers or employees. 
As the leader in upland hunting clothing, 
Gamehide provides the perfect garments 
for your next hunt!

Upland Collection 
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Ultra-Lite 
Gamebird Vest  
Premium Hybrid Upland Vest
Lightweight like a strap vest, but wears and functions like
 a premium upland vest. It’s the ultimate warm weather bird vest!

• Blood-proof game bag can be accessed from front, top or rear
• Strategic cut-outs maximize airflow  
• Carries weight of birds and shells comfortably
• Large bellowed pockets

Available in: Tan with Blaze Orange (TO)

PSV-P    $79.90   M-XL       $87.90   2X-4X

Briar-Proof Upland Vest 
Front-Loading Field Vest
A tough and durable upland vest made from our durable cotton canvas fabric. Features 
a front and rear loading blood-proof game bag; heavy-duty fabric to withstand the toughest 
brush and briars; quilted left and right shoulder patches; large, oversized dump pockets; and 
reinforced stitching for years of use and abuse. 

•  Front and rear loading game bags •  Large, oversized dump pockets
•  Quilted shoulder patches •  Blaze orange back game bag 

Available in: Dark Brown with Blaze Orange (DO)

Men’s Style 3ST-P    $69.90  M–XL   $75.90  2X–4X

Front Loader Vest 
Upland Safety Vest
Lightweight yet tough, this vest is ideal for small game 
and upland bird hunts. 

•  Large cargo pockets 
•  External shell loops 
•  Blood-proof game bag 

Available in: Blaze Orange (OR)

Men’s Style 3CV-P    $59.90  M–XL     $65.90  2X–4X
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Quail Vest 
Front-Loading Vest 
with Mesh Panels
The perfect upland vest for warm weather hunts. 

•  Front- and rear-loading blood-proof game bag 
• Super-tough mesh panels let air circulate to keep 
 you cool and comfortable 
•  Quilted shoulder patches for right- or left-handed shooters 
•  Large cargo style shell pockets

Available in: Marsh Brown (MB)

Men’s Style 39M-P    $79.90  M–XL     $87.90  2X–4X
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Briar-Proof Chap
Heavy-Duty Briar-Proof Chap
• Full leg brass zippers make these chaps super easy to put on, 
 take off and clean 
• Triple layer wear cuff for unmatched durability 
• All facings are waterproof-coated 1000 denier nylon fabric

Available in: Marsh Brown (MB)

12C-P    LG-XL  $109.90

WATERPROOF
breathable

Fenceline Jacket 
Premium Soft Shell 
Field Jacket
Built off of our soft shell jacket, we added all the right pockets, 
features and a game bag  to create a premium hunting coat 
that’s as comfortable as an old pair of boots. Our bonded 
HyperHide fabric stretches and moves with you, breathes 
well yet is wind and water resistant.

• Front shell pockets with handwarmers
• Vertical chest pocket
•  Large blood proof rear game bag
•  Fleece lined 

Available in: Tan with Blaze Orange (TO)

USJ-P    $199.90  M-XL     $219.90  2X-4X
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Shooter Shirt
Classic Upland 
Hunting Shirt
A classic hunting shirt with button-up front, chest 
pocket, and blaze orange accents on the sleeves, 
right shoulder and button cuff closures. This is 
a great shirt for any upland situation you 
may encounter! 

Available in: Tan with Blaze Orange (TO)

Men’s Style SST-P    
$79.90 S–XL     $87.90 2X–4X

Ultra Lite Gamebird Belt
Premium Upland Belt
Made from our durable cotton canvas fabric and perfect 
for carrying shells and small game birds like dove 
and quail. Great at the range, too, with D-rings for 
towels, and the game bag works perfect for empties. 

• Light-weight mesh panels for venting
• Deep shell pockets with a snap closure
• Carries weight of shells comfortably
• One size fits all with our adjustable belt 

Available in: Dark Brown (DB)

Unisex style 2MT-P    $39.90  OSFA
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G amehide is a leader in fabric technologies and solutions. With almost 30 years 
   of innovating fabrics to perform under the most demanding conditions mother 
nature dishes out, our garments are sure to perform and please. Our ElimiTick® and 
StormHide® collections meet the special needs for a variety of industries.

Specialty Items 

ElimiTick® High-Performance 
Long-Sleeve Tee  
Insect Repellent Bug-Proof Long-Sleeve Tee
This high-tech ElimiTick® Insect Repellent Bug-Proof Long-Sleeve Tee wicks moisture and can 
be worn by itself or over other garments when it’s cooler. Made from the latest high-tech 
fabric, it’s extremely lightweight and will wick moisture away from your body in any condition. 
A great-fitting shirt that can be used in many situations.

•  Roomy, comfortable fit
•  Double neck won’t lose its shape
•  Made of high-tech wicking polyester
•  ElimiTick® tick repellent item 

ElimiTick®  Collection 
Everyone who works or plays outside runs the risk of getting ticks and one of the many diseases 
(including Lyme) they can carry. Our ElimiTick® Series uses Insect Shield technology to significantly 
help reduce that risk by repelling ticks, mosquitoes, chiggers and other biting insects. 
There is no special care needed, and the garments can be washed like any other apparel.

ElimiTick® Repellent Pant   
Insect Repellent Bug-Proof Five-Pocket Pant
You’ll love the feel and function of this ElimiTick® Insect Repellent Bug-Proof five-pocket pant. 
Made of cotton-free Clever Cloth, it won’t fade or shrink, and it’s extremely durable, too. 
Roomy slash pockets and bellowed, button-down cargo pockets will hold plenty of gear.

•  Elastic section in waist for a better, more comfortable fit
•  The inseam can be dropped two inches for those taller 
 hunters, and the cuffs include ties for a secure fit
•  Constructed of cotton-free Clever Cloth
•  Post and loop closure with a zippered fly
•  ElimiTick® tick repellent item

Available in:
Tan (TA)

Men’s Style TSP-P
(TA)  N/A IN CANADA

Available in: 
Loden Green (LD)

Men’s Style TST-P
(LD)  N/A IN CANADA
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ElimiTick® 
Ultra-Lite Shirt  
Ultra-Lite Button-Up Shirt
Made from our tough yet supple and light woven 
poly.  This shirt wicks, dries fast and is really 
comfortable even in warm weather. 
Mesh panels under arms and along 
sides for increased airflow. New 
design has back vent for more 
comfort on warm weather hunts.

• Vertical chest pockets 
• Mesh side panels 
• Vented back cape 
• Left sleeve pocket 
• Roomy comfortable cut

Available in: Loden (LD)

Men’s Style TLS-P    
N/A IN CANADA
  

ElimiTick® 
Repellent Sock  
A first line of defense 
in repelling ticks
Make our ElimiTick® sock your first line 
of defense in repelling ticks. ElimiTick® 
socks are designed for comfort and 
wicking moisture. They dry fast and offer 
a cushioned sole using state-of-the-art yarns.

•  Made from performance polyester and nylon yarns
•  Cushioned heel and toe padding to prevent blisters
•  Fully sustainable construction
•  Invisible protection that lasts the life of the sock
•  ElimiTick® tick repellent item

Available in: Loden (LD) 

TSK-P   N/A IN CANADA

DownPour Jacket 
and Pant  
Complete waterproof protection in a comfortable 
mid-weight rain jacket and pant.

Jacket
•  Full front placket with snaps
•  Vented back and underarms for increased comfort
•  Adjustable outer cuffs, elastic inner cuffs
•  Large front cargo pockets with Velcro® closure 
•  Attached hood stores in collar
•  Poly knit lining is soft and comfortable 

Pant 
•  Wide, elastic waist keeps pant on hips
•  Snap cuff adjustment for shorter inseam
•  Poly knit lining for added comfort

StormHide Collection 
No matter your task, stay dry and 
comfortable with our unique DownPour 
fabric. We combined the soft-subtle feel 
of polyurethane with dependable and 
economical PVC to create an outstanding 
rainwear fabric at unbeatable price points. 
These can be embroidered or screen printed 
with the proper inks.

Available in:
Loden Green (LD)
Navy (NV)

Men’s Style PEJ-P 
$59.90  S–XL 
$65.90  2X–4X

Men’s Style PEP-P 
$41.90  S–XL 
$45.90  2X–4X




